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The poems in this book are fictional.   
Names, characters, places and incidents  
are either the product of the author’s  
imagination or are used ficticiously.  Any  
resemblance to actual events, locales or  
persons, living or dead, is entirely  
coincidental. 
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INTRO NOTES 
 
* 
I got interested in this form around 1970, and published several in my 1974 book, Love 
Poems to Myself, and then more in the ones that followed: Rome in Rome (1976), Becos 
(1983), Outremer (1989), The Quicken Tree (1995),and The Unsubscriber (2004). 
 
* 
Why "quatorzains" rather than "sonnets"?  I feel superstitious about using the latter term.  
I feel defensive and or resentful: only real poets write sonnets, and I'm not a real poet, am 
I.  No, I'm a—a poet-biscuit. 
 
* 
The order of the poems is random, with a few obvious exceptions.
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BAT HABIT (or, Who's that Coughing in My Coffin?) 
 
bats are the nicotine of night 
that's why I always need a light 
ten packs o' Dracs a day or die    
my lung-caves crave that fang-wing high  
 
skreakedy skreak suckin' soot-sticks 
makes me blind but I find my fix 
when I unearth my undead stash 
I slake its flake through a neck-gash 
 
bat-weed bleeds me butts and gobbets 
can't switch to cygnet cigarets 
flick and sip those swan-white filt-tips 
 
no heck I'm hooked black-hack bad-toke 
what a tough puff bite-you-back smoke 
Vlad the Inhaler loves my lips 
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LABMARKS 
 
Notice that only when 
the footprints reach the center 
of the maze do they become confused, 
and that the spysat zooming in 
to scan those tracetracks 
orbits its own core 
of being, the seeing  
it conducts for avid screens who  
rather desperately blow up the ground,  
increasing its resolution until 
a great impress of toe 
or heel reveals 
all that will ever be known 
of the pilgrim who ventured there. 
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TRANSHENDECULOUS 
 
Granted every poet “constantly aspires 
towards the condition of music,” that sphere 
of perfection which Walter Pater declares 
the other arts must humble themselves before: 
 
so why shouldn’t I kneel by the podium 
and beg the conductor to leave her baton 
propped upon my proselyte head like a sword 
knighting me until I can hardly rise from 
 
that ideal sill: one could have no grail beyond 
that grace; could never long for that pated wand 
to guide your own quest: its shadow bids us toward 
 
the stead path still, sticking out over the brow 
like some penile spitcurl: so why not die there 
while maestro Mater makes his lowest bow?  
 
 
Note: 
“In music, then, rather than in poetry, is to be found the true type or measure of perfected art.” —Pater.  
Title: Trans(from poetry to music/from Pater to Mater)hendec(-asyllabics)ulous(ridic- of no-brow me  
to adumbrate the Great Pate). 
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COMPACT DUSK 
 
Here at the height of the day night change 
The color of the sky is uncertain, 
The sky depending in which direction   
One's eye strains, each of its swatches a strange 
 
Hue which dies too soon and which makes this hour 
Linger in the mind transient as a life, 
Whose name once known remains another 
Posied-up portrait on our palette knife. 
 
Until even I wonder if one tint 
Ever survives the harm of seeming unique 
(Evening's intrique, time's singularity). 
 
Study for its trace, its placemap, I see  
—Redundant as a stopsign in italic— 
The face on which my profile leaves no print. 
 
 
Note: 
This began as a trans. of Jorge Borges’ A Un Poeta Menor de 1899, but ended up as a kind of homage/meditation  
upon the original.  The homage or translation is always a profile compared to the fullface original. 
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TO JOSÉ LEZAMA LIMA 
 
The poem is a letter opener that slices 
a to discover b in which c waits 
and so on until z reiterates 
my metaphor’s acute dullness, its crisis 
 
of belief: say this knife could core its way 
past the final alphabet and penetrate 
that rind that blinds us with its consummate 
yield of polished inveighed truths which betray 
 
nothing of the stuffing, the seeds that rot 
innate tumors of meaning, enemy 
rumors amassed across your desk each morning— 
 
what if that surfeit of words was a warning 
label only, just another skin to be 
cut?  And all this is unless the poem is not. 
 
 
Note: 
Line 10-11: 'enemy rumors': Lezama Lima's second book of poems was entitled Enemigo rumor. 
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THE SINGULAR (enneasyllabics) 
 
Whistlecraft aloft in the blue, birds, 
belief has assured me your choral 
enthroatments are whole and yet I spell 
them out as similar to our words— 
 
Your songs define you while mine unvoice 
my field of lieu and fail to call up 
a likeness new enough from the group 
auguring each face its fate.  The choice 
 
seems too great for me but you seem to 
flourish as flocks beyond your final 
ornifact which Braque for one pictures 
 
all wingspan style, his pursuit single 
as I used to be.  Is he more true 
tracing the tune that eludes my ears? 
 
 
Note: 
After Braque: singleness/wholeness; individual/group; poetry/art; etcet—? 
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ELEPHANT AND ENVELOPE 
 
Numbering their normal RAM in great noughts, 
The elephant and the envelope are  
Doomed to remember only pristine thoughts—  
They both carry every souvenir too far. 
 
No matter how creased and stained their skins fade,  
Even the erratum images they encase         
Remain abnormally there to be read 
(Password: remorse).  Is there no way to erase 
 
The years the yearfalls or are all these flaws  
Stored away somewhere perfectly forever— 
All of our memory sites dotcomlinked— 
 
Trapped in that utter trunkiness because 
The envelope is an elephant.  Never 
Forgets: thus it too will soon be extinct. 
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WINDOWBEAM 
 
Ray that overruns every pane,  
force that first invades but then 
 
is pervaded: sunstripe penetrant!—  
what made your phalanx fail: why can't 
 
its pure-greaved asbestos-armor 
avert our dirt: must the conqueror 
 
convert his ways, the savior adopt  
savage customs?  We slaves corrupt  
 
all bright kings—each mote of us  
holds abject thought that blots with dust 
 
your gold-shed greatness: shadow 
breaks your arc and essence.  How  
 
transient the transparency 
you brandished here so recently. 
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WINTER REGRETS 
 
The snow on my ladder's rungs 
seems to be stepping upward, 
returning to that cloud which hangs 
framed in the faded cardboard 
 
of an old calendar landscape 
whose dust holds the days I desire 
to live in, fixing to climb up 
past that summer sun and hammer 
 
the scene in whole.  I didn't haul 
my ladder in and now it's too late— 
I turn from the window and stare 
 
lost at a vista of August air 
tacked, half-peeled from the kitchen wall. 
All the undone chores must wait. 
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FERNAND KHNOPFF 
 
Days in the lull, gathered afternoons of it,                            
—A touch of star-decals on one's bookbag,—                           
Silence, like a vast confetti of souls, and that                        
Torporic breeze: oh how difficult                                     
 
The culling of love from our facades is.                               
Once, never to go the cling thing seemed what's                         
Sublimest.  Look at those cobwebcrobats,                                 
Skittering skyward, fingerhold, nor toe- .                              
 
Deep down (in my ugh-roots) I longed to brag                                   
My spiel shall deign define no July of these.                           
I'll fall chapter closed across your chest is all.                          
 
Now I am an atrocious expert; who answers                                   
Every question by, "It is very simple:                                    
We must listen to Beauty with frozen ears." 
 
 
Note: 
I don't understand writers who prefer "painterly" painters over "literary" painters.  How can I as a poet place 
Cezanne (or Monet, Matisse, etc.) above Khnopff, and not be disloyal to myself?  Shouldn't we appreciate most 
those painters willing to stain their canvases with some of the impurities of our own art? 
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AFTER BORGES’ “TO A MINOR POET OF 1899” 
 
Who sought that sad height and that constant change 
Laboring on an extraneous verse 
Which through the dispersion of universe 
Might elect one second whose spectrum’s range 
 
Was so capricious it broke the scholar 
Caught in daily efforts to confine the eye 
Pursuant of ceruleanesques that lie 
Against each longing to fling a color 
 
As brief as my life if I am alive 
And am the one destined to undergo 
Any authorship of the words that show 
Whether such vexacious tints can survive— 
 
You must judge, ancient friend! what I’ve seen 
Or accept as real the illusion I mean. 
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DE-EVOLUTION OF THE POET IN RUMOR'S HOUSE 
 
Neutered condom, amphibianed from whose lips— 
The times I've tried to dive to Rumor's house! which, 
I have to quote that brute, Ovid, is "the world's 
Center," most quested-for, yet nearest core:  
 
What verse ensures the windows doors there never 
Close, oh porous palace where every phrase 
Blurted by earthen creatures goes stored.  Surface  
Abyss, endless source swearing itself his page. 
 
Who welcomes my omega—elsely geared, I bleed— 
Island keeled in the always flood of fade. 
The dying D and end N of our days' A 
 
Resumes these scattered patterns, theme's mutest speech.   
Each time it tries to say more than this 
The tip of the tongue must wrestle a leech. 
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“THOUGH MUSIC MAY HAVE OTHER AIMS THAN US” (Wayland) 
 
If scores were blown off music-stands against our  
faces, they’d cause us to not see, to bump into things; 
struggling to follow the notes, straying towards 
each others’ arms we’d branch out in such songs. 
 
If here harmony comes from false maps cast 
across our visage like pages in the notebook of 
the composer, she whose echoes lead us lost— 
Or is it the blindfolding wind directs acts of love. 
 
Music that masks intent, make render my route. 
Veer me off inward toward the core of detour 
foretold, proving its path along a graph is more  
 
a quest than this fumbling, stumbling progress 
through the tactless swamp of the ears, this poem whose 
strains undermine the main theme of your pursuit. 
 
 
Note:  
The title is fictional. 
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RILKE (SEBASTIAN) 
 
He lies where he stands, he stands there as if 
his bed erected him to stand this stiff: 
no Symbolist can feel the real arrows 
that milk his mother ribs of their marrows. 
 
These weapons are the tech his lost, his fierce 
groin shot up in proving arcs to pierce 
their progeny: iron they want to be, iron, 
with virile shafts that almost make him grin. 
 
Albeit he waves off his disciples, 
fateful, mild to their autotelic reels; 
how male they remain, despite his example. 
His patience renders droll the actors' drill. 
 
Renouncing, blinking life away as all, 
already he allows for our survival. 
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COCTEAU'S STARS IMPORTUNED 
 
Cocteau's stars are bored by the love 
of a sort of wince-animal, 
who's failed throughout his life no less 
to stretch a pimple into a profile. 
 
Pipes ache to anchor in those teeth— 
a sail, a horsestall, a fireplace 
all beg to go backdrop, to gaze 
agonized at your white spines. 
 
Pruned by my mirror, I imagine 
laundering such muse, laving such sheets: 
Oh simul-semen! kill this puny poem, 
 
whose publication has been timed 
to coincide with the release of 
my latest film, Fetish Sans Flesh. 
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AFTER COCTEAU'S ORPHEUS 
 
These bright glass shards we walk upon 
reflect the past too slowly so we 
must quicken our step to keep pace 
and rush to meet the bloody footprints 
 
that tablet-trace our progress across 
the iced sperm of this idle span 
called home past all of which we come 
dampseconds after I kiss your sole. 
 
Montage is shown the same, screen-first; 
then, if struck by a vast unseen pin, 
pray to lay down more veins that pour. 
 
The spotless splinter of its tongue 
creates no threshold from the toe-mold 
this shattered mirror alone can enter. 
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THE HUNGER  (enneasyllabics) 
 
If a path to the Gingerbread House  
could be established by breaking crumbs 
off its edifice and sprinkling them 
so as to find what lies behind us 
 
across the featureless fairytale 
void of childhood: yet how very quick 
that trick wears out when the story's track 
takes hold, takes toll, a far-older trail 
 
prevails, we're forced to give up this lost 
cause; and the fact is that every last 
morsel was gone long before the you 
 
or I might totter our way back here 
to try to dissuade all these other 
Hansel-Gretels hollering in queue. 
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PLAZA DE LOCO 
 
It's high tide in the hero 
The floodgates fail the heart cowers 
Blood of his deeds drowns the town square 
Above it all this statue towers 
 
And as the captain of a sinking ship 
The instant the waves reach his toes 
Snaps to attention it waits 
Commanding some former pose 
 
The inscription on which is blurred 
Hey what is that word 
What does his crumbling mad pedestal say 
 
To find my way to you is 
To not find your way to you 
Therefore is not to find the way 
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NUN CLAIMS MOST SNAKES TOO SERIOUS TO MAKE GOOD                  
   BOOKMARKS (YOUR SOUL IS A CHOSEN LANDSCAPE)                           
  
À la gongs, that await the Emperor's semen                            
But in vain, I partition silence into rooms                           
Called poems.  Why?  Only Empresses remain—                        
Is this too rigid: should seed, blown from some                       
 
Sunflower come to land solely on sundials . . .   
Yet wig of compass-needles; comet.  Soars                                  
—For sync's sake?  Like optional hearts, in styles                         
Singular averse against the opus wall of stars                             
 
Spring safetypins my penis to my navel,                                      
Praying that so fetal a petal shall shrivel still:                          
A thank-quiet follows; a field day feeling;                               
 
Queen Staypower paints out our scene's see-me's                             
(Dream-prussic pupils flare flush with their irises).                       
Then sun wonderlands it all a bit, by falling.    
 
 
Note: 
Parenthetical title: "Votre âme est un paysage choisi . . ." —the first line of Verlaine's Clair de Lune.
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MALE MENOPAUSE POEM 
  
How as to lean my non-eon on autumn's roan                  
Undoing, to smile while the stymies crawl                
All over me and the prismatic blindfold                           
Around my testicles squeaks: guess this house                    
 
No longer knows which door I am.  The window                      
We were, does it remember its view?  You-or-I                      
Saw so little out there; what future only                          
Catches, catnap glimpses, of nightmares to come.                            
 
Doorknobs worn to doornubs—grey stubble on                     
Gaunt armpits—lists like that litter this earth.                
A lattice of graves greets me or is kind to me;                
 
My hair plowed with parents, their protracted               
Smoothings of some poor, tuckablanket bed.                      
As said each road I find in your face is fled. 
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THE LOST THINGS 
 
Even the lost things that are a bird's-nest 
Must know if forgottenness is simply 
The finetuning of memory 
To a perhaps higher frequency. 
 
Or could those who pursue the streets 
With earphones in their heads 
Be listening to the sound on tape 
Of their previous footsteps. 
 
Lawnchair backyard flaked out 
Making marijauna gestures at worms 
I who am in terms of real 
Merely a skull rattling on a roulette wheel. 
 
I see the birdfeeder is empty hmm 
A vacuum presupposes a moral. 
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EROS AND ESPIONAGE IN THE BENT CENTER  
                                  (for Helen C., after reading  
                                       D. G. Rossetti's "Troy Town") 
  
More undermined by your meander than my thirst 
From wine's first cup what shard still tastes this milk 
Above whom shone a normal polaroid of the void 
A song saliva cannot tie its envious vines to 
 
Shall I paint through all the Isms to show you 
Bricabrac from that breast fill worlds marked sale-price 
Yet conceptualists slumming in the real congeal 
Is here a thing to say of this say or said place 
 
Now the merry-go-round it goes-a-round old 'Troy Town' 
My bed hangs out the window by its toes shouting 
Each day your hair strays across such ruins 
 
But to live live simply in compress with our time 
TV-star footprints to immortalize sidewalk 
Me slurp your sweetpuddle up out of an autograph 
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WAXEN 
 
An easel steadied by candles 
might depict enough light 
to see yourself caught some ways 
by the wavy S of the brush. 
 
Across this sibilant surface  
what else is portrait or less: 
if face to a person's untoward, 
how much more our fixture 
 
here.  Shadow shows the eye  
its monkey unanimity, lost 
in an empire of diligence. 
 
Lifeyield congealed, still-unity— 
this past partake makes paradise 
eclipse.  The easel's sill drips. 
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MENAGERIE OF THE AEDILES 
 
Now what thought is thrashing from this brain to be 
unleashed by a brow-to-brow collision with 
a unicorn?  Or could it go released through 
other throes I wonder.  For if I were gored 
 
there, mightn't I, like, die?  When Terminator zaps 
a hole in someone's forehead they don't write 
a poem response, they drop and he steps on them 
crunch, french, act, your soundtrack may vary. 
 
The plan was to get scalpels taped to the Creature 
From The Fuck's huge flipper-tentacles and 
then lie down hoping that perhaps their wild wave ways 
 
surgically correct my defect my gender— 
penis revealed as gap in consciousness— 
Though I know none of you beasts loves me that much. 
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VISION OF THE GODDESS IN A CITY SUMMER                                             
                                                  (to Carolyn Kizer) 
 
And yet what if the sweat that breaks 
Even from Her feet as they pass 
Can never rain these pavements back 
To a mud- a milk-cud grass 
 
Time that diamond instant dew dulls 
Is it quicker than them quote 
That strode presence those fading puddles 
Not in this goadless heat 
 
Oh mirage oh haze of hydrants 
Go Isis-proud across crosswalks 
Leave brief seas without a halt 
 
Till all my doubts dissolve at once 
And down I'll follow cowed to lick 
Your soleprints for my salt 
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BREATH/LOST  
 
At dawn I see across the way the treetops 
seem to crouch, unlit yet, waiting for sun 
to turn them tall again.  I yawn, I stretch— 
the day's first stretch, when the body, after 
 
lying scrunched up all night, reconnects with 
its cardinal quadrants, the four points that 
encompass us: each limb jars the edge of, 
marks out and wakes the corners of our cage. 
 
Oh window!  I am complete with this caught breath, 
this space suffice on which even paper 
airplanes must float, updraft that elevates 
 
eyes to ritual heights, those clouds morning 
throws passersbird down through to gaud the good 
before I forget that it alone is my nest. 
 
My diaries may be jammed to the Dec.s 
with the return dates of comets, 
but monitors track the orbits  
I tunnel from.  Every door connects 
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for its omen-minotaur: zoom-in 
a queen running down a Paul Klee 
walkways maze, filmstar footprints I 
set out to portray on my skin. 
 
Framed by the errand dole of dream, 
REM thumbs my nerves like gloves 
molding a voodoo doll museum, 
its corridors recurrent as waves 
 
pacing their birthplace backwards— 
exit whose wax I blaze skies towards. 
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THE PRESIDENT OF DESCENT (NEOCOLONIALISM #16)      
 
'Insomnia, so I shot a few natives.' 
Still, dawn has its palliatives; the cast sky 
Lobs bullseye haloes; bolts of overview below 
That pit whose voice timbers my spine: but why 
 
Dis-niche this idol/this fiction called me?  Which 
A fluke, a fault, a streak of makeup down 
A mirror where a stroke victim leaned to kiss— 
Oh say the not right-out-of-it, say know. 
 
Tongue: lightswitch of the body.  Head: ha. 
I'm serious!  Every fable's a linear 
Of topplings.  And what falls first?  Neck second 
 
—I guess.  Torso—torso off of groin goes— 
And so on downwards—downwards—thighs knees et al. 
The feet are a final ruins; the toes, shards. 
 
 
Note: 
 Neocolonialism: Outremer, Europe's first attempt to create a "USA", fell after 2 or 3 centuries, overrun by  
'the natives'. . . xerox for us?  Ah the comminution of this latter Crusade; me, crumb. 
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CO-STARRING OSCAR WILDE AS MADAME SOSOSTRIS 
 
White: white as a tablecloth that moonlights as a bride                  
For the unborn you—appeared—or a waterfall                        
Which leans against another waterfall (your hair).                   
My beeper slave of lost voices barked: what?                          
 
While the cup that knelt to summer burst; I tried                       
To garden the fireplace and farm the doormat                          
But proto-frog-photos of you grew inside me there,                    
Groping with bare hands of flood my gnarlgargoyle.                   
 
Deeper than my beeper you knew; sibyled guesses.                      
And yet . . . 'misery is proximity.'  Oh                               
The seance was as far as possible tuxedoes.                           
 
Aftermath is a mouth.  Speaks.  Speaks?  Yes, but less as                       
Flesh than what; yak mask for that old fop Apollo?                 
The god retrieves his gloves and, feigning to go, goes.                                                                    
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PARABLE FROM CHILDHOOD 
 
Something about a pond, and on the pond 
a paper boat; something about a child's 
act, dropping a pebble upon that boat 
to study the effect: but then to let       
other pebbles fall to see if it holds, 
to kneel there spilling them one after one 
until, until finally . . . 
                                     If I weigh 
this poem down with much more, it too will sink— 
 
Writing my poems of a boy on the brink 
has shown how ripples horizoned by sky 
remain the only real cargo aboard 
whatever that craft that unmoored us was, 
and yet why he treasured such passages. 
Saying they be lost we would launch each word. 
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THE FROOTLOOPS OF CONSOLATION 
 
One of those landscapes that explicate Eliot. 
Up: evening-pubescent clouds tuft-about a sun 
That rusts like a shelf of spare parts for god 
Or such, who flee with perhapses as pitstops: 
 
The airport that sold me all I know is gone now.             
The welcome-mats that were so cheap (a foreign 
Manufacturer had misspelled them)—that whole symbol 
Semblage/emblem forum: bereft of forms I bend 
 
Across this blindfold's bliss land and see 
My soul or a lobotomy spaghetti 
—Choice of terms—crawl by.  By what small light the 
 
Day has not betrayed you step so long among 
The Magritte-lit map.  A single tight-rope 
Stretches between its houses, threading the keyholes. 
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ECHO NEAR THE END 
 
Severs and brothers, brokens and sisters, is this it? 
Around me life has darkened like the afternoon. 
Anymore to emulate the sunlight’s posture, 
I slither down off that perfect backbone. 
 
I am alone, but so are we.  We are alone but so. 
Banking slowly the monster completes its turn— 
A clingathon of wings flaps through a halo 
That holds a weddingring up to a keyhole to 
 
Pen in the one my fear was assisting at 
The birth of adrenalin: I pause I postulate. 
Wait.  A mousehole Morpheus stamps our passport; 
Let’s hope sleep has the good stuff tonight. 
 
Murder blinks eyes upon eyes.  Suicides 
Stick to the roof of the mouth, stupid tripod of spit. 
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MORE BEST JOKES OF THE DELPHIC ORACLE 
                                   
I vow to live always at trash point: to 
Waste my past talking about the weather 
In mirrors, how they cloud or is it clear 
With no certain referent to that what was 
 
Forecast.  Like Snow White's dust-draped stepmother 
I smile up at the dictionary whispering 
My favorite definition, down at the stove my 
Worst recipe.  The endproduct in me 
 
Agrees.  It and I are one in this blither 
And, I believe, we echo something endless, 
Eine global vocal.  Will those lips ever 
 
Repent this recorded message.  Lips 
That remain a mere testimonial 
To the inchworm's socialization progress. 
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FIRST BILLING 
 
the skull's expertise with masks shows 
through the mouth at times 
the eye opens its sieve  
of cyclops  
 
from this image what remains 
in an hourglass 
movie the last grain  
must be the star  
 
that time has passed 
a man proclaims 
he reads from his notes 
 
but he doesn't really read 
he just reaches in between the words 
and pulls out big fat me's 
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FEBRUARY FOURTEENTH: FREEZEFRAME 
                         (to James Elroy Flecker, with thanks  
                      for translating teardrops into handcuffs) 
 
Please press a valentine shape tool to my chest 
And extract from it what was never there 
Then singe your ciggie on this thing that mists 
Over only when shattered 's no mirror 
 
I lie beside you my caresses deepmeant 
Though they fade as fast as escape plans traced 
Across a prison blanket by an absent 
Fingernail whose blood you piss in my face 
 
Is that it is that why I cry for more torture 
That way you look at me pityingly 
Iffen I say things like rain ice drops cling 
 
There our branch out there like someone been trying 
On all their bracelets at once to see 
Which is prettiest but of course none are 
 
 
Note: 
Flecker: Parnassianism (his list: "Hérédia, Leconte de Lisle, Samain, Henri de Régnier, and Jean Moréas");  
le vice anglais (the home version); death at age 30 (consumption). 
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QUICKIE  
 
Poetry  
is  
like 
sex 
on  
quicksand 
ergo 
foreplay 
should 
be  
kept 
at 
a 
minimum 
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AMERICAN LOVE SONNET 
 
My kiss was like our incursion 
of Guatemala in 1954, 
or was it our intervention 
to save Venezuela, 2010: 
 
Congress yes-sirred all 
my caresses of your rebel    
breastholds—my freedomfingers    
storming southward quelled 
 
the clit-tipped capitol ripe 
for my liberating lust: 
each commie labia fell until 
I regained the land at last: 
 
FoxNews huzzaws as I install 
El General in his palace. 
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ART OR THE CARESSES OR THE SPHINX  
   (CASTRATION ENVY #36)              
  
The Lord Peter Mumsey of Thebes, that yummy                           
Oedi-poo dick, advises me, It's no use.  To                    
Detectify a guilty party will                                     
Soil the purity of our respective plagues.                          
 
Like a silo filled with silhouettes of sigh                        
I reply.  My smarm/your frissonpassion                          
To be eliminated from the world's                               
Verticalities are more of what photons do                      
 
To Phaëtons.  Therefore, if that obliteracy                        
Our face slash esperanto saliva                                    
Trace or clue is left to sift through but this                      
 
Issuey stuff, whoa, who's to blame, us!  So I whore                 
Is for sure and if death occurs, facile                            
Excel.  'What's named between the knees' 's not me. 
 
 
Note: 
Title (excluding the parenthesis): of a work by Khnopff.  Line 14: I can't recall where this quote comes from, or    
if in fact it is a quote.   
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HITLER SKELETON GOLDPLATED (FROM TREASURES OF THE C.I.A. 
MUSEUM, EDITED BY HILTON KRAMER, WITH AN INTRODUCTION  
BY JERZY KOSINSKI.  RANDOM HOUSE/IBM, 1984) 
  
What falls from the drunken pliers of my nose 
President-pit pope-rind police-bone 
Is all they got on this fucking menu 
Always the pure provend of more more more 
 
The piss tease of masterpiece ass 
The missionary position is there to catch you 
If you drip off that mosquito plaque I guess 
Gumming a gifthorse's defectual innocence 
 
The gunfire in the hills is old and I 
Am one pile of shit which will never excrete a human 
Hey Parliament Congress Politburo 
 
My cock/my KGB has it on lasertape 
The moon posing between the horns of a bull 
Two hymens touching through milk 
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ENTRANCE 
 
first he cuts a notch  
across his shins 
he gives his knees a slash next 
and then his thighs 
 
higher and higher  
the gouges come 
to show the increments of growth 
the measured ascent  
 
it's getting there he muses 
how long do you think 
the scars will take 
 
before it's big enough 
for you to leave through it he asks 
his empty room 
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CASTRATION ENVY #11 
  
Tying the pimp in dreams to a lamppost 
His tuxedo wet with wheedled kisses, can 
I wake up sucking the footprints of toilets 
In jails that glitter like crash-dived marquees. 
 
A dog appears in call letters on my skin. 
Twin worlds, who exchange threats via scoreboard 
I rival this night, this fight to the death 
With enough leftover, ooze for twosies yet. 
 
Either even, I wish I could put on take off 
My clothes without first saying to my cock 
"Excuse me, is this yours," while the stars 
 
The collected no-shows of eternity, rise. 
Hey, remember the way painters gauge perspective? 
Me, I cut the thumb off and throw it at stuff. 
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VAGUE CONSOLES 
  
This vista often awarded John Ford his rest. 
Myself, scenery has a lack of I (emphasis). 
And haven't we killed all the Indians yet? 
In a stagecoach—made of sagebrush, no doubt—, 
 
I would gauche-out like a tumbleweed at a sockhop. 
Yo, watch it roll across the old gym-floor, loboto 
Basketball: then, toed by foetid teens, fall, 
Slo-mo, as though some flair for the vague consoles— 
 
Oh lips refusing their tongues' rights, bodies 
Trying to put down the peaceful demands of 
Their genitalia . . . yes everything looks better shot 
 
Through John Wayne's hurt.  The sky the way it mattes— 
The desert.  A lone rider, whose moral I await. 
The crotches arranging themselves for death. 
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MISDIRECTIONS  
 
If world is north to infants 
and south to adults 
is it east to the unborn 
west to the dead 
 
Kafka's Castle is home 
to Count Westwest meaning 
God whom K the land-surveyor  
meaning human must map out 
 
Jesus Christ on the other hand  
not being human lacks  
spacial awareness lacks place 
 
Consequently all he says is 
set the timelock on 
my tomb for 3 days boys 
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ORPHAN 
 
Like blueprints hung on a clothesline,  
anywhere I could have lived  
is rinsed into the dirt, 
my final and my only home.   
 
I lack a long-ago, a childhood: 
I spit its name into my wounds. 
 
I am ringed by a landscape 
of complete aversion.  The compass 
hides its face, the horizon lights 
a familytree-fuse that explodes in me— 
 
In the middle of the sea, 
sole survivors of a cargo shipwreck, 
welcome-mats line the shore  
of a desert island. 
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ALPHABETICAL MORNING 
 
Stabbed by an elephant lens 
On a meatless mattress I lie, 
(Use a scalpel to trace my future; 
The past, a suture) and die. 
 
Spat at as often as the oil 
Portrait of a moviestar on 
The wall of a Death Row cell I fell 
Into an abyss of worn-off 
 
Sculptors' thumbs.  Accidentally 
Daily I cutted my throat on the 
Drinking fountain.  How was I 
 
To know there is no justice, 
Just a your-honor of trash? 
I smile, a total inutile. 
 
 
Note: 
Title: of a painting by Alberto Savinio. 
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AT THE NIXON MEMORIAL 
                         (Nixon Beach, California, USA) 
                  (Just minutes away from OzymandiasLand®)   
 
They say that robots simply have to slap mirrors 
Up against their voice grilles to try and make sure they're 
Not breathing, whereas I kiss caress this monument, 
This eternal mall on which Herod has chalked x, 
 
This statue stands for more than blowjobs in spaceships 
Or all our names have razed, aimless oceans frying, 
While a scab forms on the world's microphone: praise him. 
Oh orgasm you robot's vomit I come unheck. 
 
(tape gap) lie back gunked motel whispers dream . . . back (gasp) 
To be the genre of my frontier!  One hears aborigines 
Prefer to, er, fornicate.  Money for thought, nyet? 
 
Will the army vote to internalize its camouflage; 
At the Reagan Rotunda Paul Valéry allowed how 
Shores erode too, rumorous as their dunes. 
 
 
Note: 
Line 14: adaptation of a line from Valéry's Le Cimetière Marin: 
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"Le changement des rives en rumeur."  (A seaside mausoleum,  
so it seemed appropriate.  With thoughts of the Shelley sonnet's 
last line.)  Line 6: some have objected to the vulgarity of the 
phrase "blowjobs in spaceships," forgetting that the Nixon Era 
brought us both the Sexual Revolution and the NASA moon- 
landing. This slogan should have been one of RN's campaign promises. 
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SECRETARY 
 
The technocrat gloats 
at his remote desk 
but just to show 
he's still human 
 
he still does a few 
chores by hand 
and adds a human 
touch for example 
 
rather than having  
his computers do it 
he himself stamps 
 
all by himself  
stamps PAID on 
the casualty-lists. 
 
 
Note: 
Robert S. McNamara, USA Secretary of Defense 1961-8.  For his services in overseeing the murder of millions, 
he was appointed President of the World Bank, where he continued his lucrative life's work of administering the 
policies of the oligarchs.  One of history's henchmen; a competent monster. 
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PSYCHOPATHOLOGY OF THE POWERTOOL WEEKEND 
   (NEOCOLONIALISM #5) 
  
So—as the depth of the adieu—on my forehead 
Shows, or my—signature, lopped off at—the wrist 
Witnesses: ah, more quantum formulae scrawled 
—You doodled margins of my christian bible!  For 
 
Like that drop of venom that longs to hang from 
The comma although, cream of that snootiness 
Magazine-covers sic us toward, my reflection 
My joy is just (gloss to amuse) this world! which, 
 
Built on zoos, can't last.  Or at least not till 
The herd steered by its wounds disinherit 
All I seize surmise of deepest tiptoe!  Poo: 
 
I lack the face you evolved to paw, Joe Blow, 
The figure those fingers of yours grew for, Meg Smith. 
I got no legit to forget it either, no greater esthetic. 
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(CASTRATION ENVY #21) DOES THE 
    SWORDSWALLOWER SHIT PLOWSHARES? 
  
Sure: the more me, the more morituri. 
Mine duels his hand; some scroll of manliness, 
Whose downfall almost dolored us.  Though 
Soon, up the brain tanks, gracias oozed. 
 
The hair is a cohort of this.  The hair, 
Or the beard, a creditcard used as a napkin, 
Swiping off a chin.  "My adam's apple's agog!" 
Quote: Exclude before you begin the male 
 
Because it is vile.  "The heart in common 
Is the heart withheld," another recommends; 
Hey here comes my favorite human-razed future. 
 
Xerox of course a tapeworm lost inside  
A hunchback, I squirm manfully on. 
Deep in the direction known as thumbsdown.  
 
 
Note: 
Line 1: Morituri te salutamus—we who are about to die salute you: the gladiators' obeisance to the Roman 
emperor.  Line 8-9: Exclude before you begin etc.: a pun on Mallarmé's  "Exclus-en si tu commences / Le réel 
parce que vil". 
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BOY AT THE MIRROR 
 
A child emulates what he can't know 
is true, a murderous dew  
that appears every morning to be  
his face, but already it evaporates at  
 
a touch: the lurking effects of   
the unity granted by night are never  
enough to maintain this ripeness called  
time, this waking up to a cherub-scope 
 
that looks back at him in the glass growth 
like hammerblows a devil checks off  
a list—the routine begins so early  
 
and even the wattage of the womb  
behind him is too bright, too ready  
to hale an unsought self into sight. 
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POEM 
 
Please, no dreams tonight. 
No transfigured eyelids, 
No siren rain 
From the day's clouds. 
 
Let the moon  
Be boarded over. 
No mirrors must signal 
Their ally the wishwell. 
 
Let there be nothing  
For our faces to open in  
But themselves. 
 
Seen in this least light 
They may appear 
At last to be whole. 
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BABBLEGATE 
 
In early childhood an act 
consists of another act, 
a multiplying chain of 
this and that.  Cat, windowsill, 
 
sunlight, they're all events instead 
of sights, but eventually they 
too give way to the eye.  Time 
distances the other senses 
 
until one becomes intent instead 
of intrinsicate.  That's why 
dimensionally I can only 
 
try to run toward the place 
I've already passed, squealing 
ba ba ba ba ba ba buh! 
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CLICK 
 
From the bottom of my well 
I see the sun and moon just 
once a day, which is nothing 
 
when compared to you above  
who see them both so often,  
so open-shared, so totally: 
 
and yet I believe that in that  
instant when daily the sun  
and monthly the moon fill  
 
my circle rim up there, I am 
illuminated in a way you can 
never be, quenched entirely 
 
and all sealed in light.  See:  
I'm whole now.  No cracks in me. 
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MIZU NO OTO 
 
Pain passes for sunlight at some depths   
which most of us never strike; the dive 
is too far: or is the ear sheer enough— 
 
Basho by a pond heard a frog make  
the usual faucet-dripping-into-a-keyhole  
sound; it wisely ignored his efforts  
 
to collaborate.  Get your galleyslaves  
rowing with icicles for oars, that's 
one way some say.  Resist the urge 
 
to halve the sea/be laser Moses, 
to submerge yourself as a slice 
speciman, all random camera words. 
 
Beyond the caprice of earth to slake, 
thirst issues from the source it breaks. 
 
 
Note: 
A meditation upon Basho's most famous haiku, whose final syllables I've used for the title. 
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PEACE (PASCAL) 
 
There is a valley 
Is the oldest story. 
 
Its temperate qualities 
Make us descend the trees 
To settle down beside 
Fruits and fields. 
 
By its river content 
To sit quietly in a small tent 
To fashion fishing spears 
From fallen limbs. 
 
No need to climb its hills 
No need to go up there 
To look to see 
Another valley. 
 
 
Note: 
"Most of our problems proceed from our inability to sit quietly in a small room." —Pascal 
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SURETIES 
 
The police see you, but it doesn’t. 
Indifferent to return your gaze, 
And therefore free.  You will never be 
Able to smash it sufficiently 
To erase the stasis it makes in space. 
 
Rilke’s “Apollo,” this is.  Headless limbless, 
A tortoise that has retracted everything 
Into its obdurate lair, defiant den. 
Only the gods are as patient through lenses. 
 
You dance like wallpaper thawing its father 
And still you lack that proof-in-all, that aloof 
Olympian ennui, the sniper’s prize. 
 
As long as change is your life it will shun you. 
No shot will shut your target torso. 
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PERFORMANCE-ART PIECE 
 
First she slides a banana up my ass  
almost but not quite all the way in 
then deftly with a knife she slices 
the rindtip that extrudes and when 
 
the pithsweet meatus shows its white 
cusp like a pearl between the moue 
of a romeo in a cameo says Right 
Hold it Okay now squeeze real slow 
 
as she squats and eats the ivory 
flesh emerging and smearing fused 
her red lispberries while the yellow 
 
skin remains within me to be used 
as a kind of condom for the dildo 
she has to ram in and out artfully. 
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THE PAST: TO X 
 
Whenever keys lick our hands,  
melting them into other hands,  
each door opens on a scene of 
thrust-aside bodies. The past is love 
 
suppressed.  Closeup: focus copulates with 
F sharp.  Memories hide a wealth 
denied of music and outmode.  
 
In oldies songs in black dresses 
whose fade-labels frill our sex attic, 
caresses are snatched from kisses. 
 
The past is not us.  Its lovers 
are true for an hour that stays  
surprised behind a threshold of days. 
Maybe they can say when it's over. 
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FROM A DISTANCE 
 
If lip-readers move their lips when  
lip-reading, what do they say then? 
 
Are the phrasings of the speaker  
they scan claimed and mirrored there 
 
unconsciously, an almost silence 
less translation than transference? 
 
Unless the mouth gets taken, sent 
by its attendance to a strange intent 
 
till even a cough, a kiss—enunciations  
which paraphrase the space which runs 
 
through all speech though all tongues try  
to gun that gap by perusing, musing  
 
mere coherence.  Cued to its cusp,  
these words of ours are less than lisp. 
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SELF(THE POET PASSÉ)PORTRAIT 
 
His task to watch an hourglass wash itself, 
A ritual cleansing that leaves him bare, 
Though no purification’s new enough 
To nullify the need for such labor— 
 
Prior soon to repeat, platonic clone, 
He should have practiced that horizon 
Vocation, camouflage, opening his 
Arms wide the better to hide.  But of course 
 
If the flesh is fire, bones are the kindling: 
Still there but aching to be unbelied  
By the lover; unbellied as breaths held 
Until all the minutes fall to the wrong 
 
End of the hour and find his final 
Efforts’ve faded, dated as (or like) a sundial. 
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THE OTHER SAVIORS 
 
For them the defeat was immediate,  
I.e., from within.  The ribstrokes of my heart  
Went and then the rain signed tangent its light  
Across things reviving that red desert. 
 
The slim stopsign amid far cacti stood 
And made our surest land convert a course 
Which every compass felt would rise renewed 
If, us-effaced, I failed to trace my source. 
 
See my countries carry their faraway 
Farther away each day, hear survivors 
Rip my page from their bribed bible and pray 
This be the key whose doors collapse all frontiers. 
 
Within the deepest room of which, eavesdrop-eyed, 
You surprised a recognition on its deathbed. 
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AFTER BRETON EXPELS ME FROM THE GROUP,  
   I GO DOWN ON SAMSON AND DELILAH 
  
The moon long undue to none of us follows 
Typifying some life we phonetically loathe 
Or other dolls umbilical to our desires 
Let my lips fizz out against your thighs. 
 
The annuities of these nymphs are so paid 
But can our praiseworth's cry concur 
Pilgrimage-many the tidepools oppose 
Sigh only my hemline has aspirations. 
 
Typecast as fat Tantalus/as the last 
Frame of an hourglass movie I yawn for more 
Bouffant-slut roles roles with grunge-rapport. 
 
Therefore a rumor-millioned perfumes inject 
Each of my pores must emit its own odor 
If we are to synchronize all earth's sundials. 
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THE SEMBLANCE AMBULANCE 
 
From gaze-and-gone, that mine-or-yours is where 
I remember us, always fumbling to put 
the seal of arousal upon every stare— 
but in that same vacuum our eyes create 
 
with fade-outs/ins to each other, what waits? 
Look, in the space our meeting faces made: 
two eyebrows hurrying to earth, hair freed 
of groping now, impaled on summer's flute-spurts. 
 
The thrill that fills this masochronicle 
is shallow as a thimble poured from a navel.  
 
Waiting for a seashell's mating-period,  
we’ll keep the pose those opposites caused void 
to disclose, as if by held they were being near. 
 
See us there, like a truth carved by halves of core. 
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GROUP PHOTOGRAPH (THE EARLY YEARS) 
 
Most biographies of the Moderns share 
A common pose: ranks of raw youth appear 
Often capped and gowned, uniformly there— 
It looks alike in all such Lives we read. 
 
Torn from some album somewhere, its focus 
Is general: all the figures are crushed 
Anonymously together and lost— 
Just, some airbrush has dinked a single head. 
 
Imagine rummaging through raindrops on 
Transmundane panes and eenymeenywhile  
Plucking from amongst them ‘Source of the Nile’! 
 
How of this many is there but one self— 
Whose underneath name obtains its caption— 
In book beside book, on shelf after shelf? 
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MONODRAMA 
 
Don't think, I said, that because I deny 
Myself in your presence, I do so in mine— 
But to whom was I speaking?  The room, empty 
Beyond any standpoint I could attain, 
 
Seemed all sill to stare off before someone's  
Full length nude, at halfmast their pubic flag  
Mourned every loss of disguise, allegiance  
More to the word perhaps than its image— 
 
But predators always bite the nape first 
To taste the flower on the spine-stem, so 
I spoke again, which shows how unrehearsed 
I failed to be.  I went to the window: 
 
Sky from your vantage of death, try to see. 
Flesh drawn back for the first act of wound, it's me. 
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THE FLAW 
 
Like a teardrop that although of many 
Teardrops composed hangs singly in an eye 
 
Which likewise might be meld of plural 
Orbs if all were known I mean visible 
 
Must I also go aggregate go greet 
A global bitter mime that bears its white  
 
Situate amidst their company sought 
Opposite I wake lost at night without 
 
The pains I have pawned my own for him 
Grieve and the obeyed sweatbeads lamentum 
 
Made for the mead whose gracious weaves supply 
The final humors that give our body 
 
Physicality current as the sea's 
Before its fall repairs the fault that sees. 
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REFUSING AN INVITATION TO THE MASKED BALL                                
  
No knees forcep my tongue to you.  Met when                 
It dims like hesitant fever over                             
That oasis-in-a-swimsuit, what studious mirage              
Rises.  Mist is the dog augments the scene.                 
 
Whose collapsar sponsors these closeups?—                
The escapes in forced moonlight of the prince                
At his powerboat throughout alpine lakes chased               
Or so the whisper ran, rotting in attendance:                 
 
May I hang the fur coat on the beehive? thanks— 
That place that fills the map that swamps the front     
Seats of the Royal Starship rendezvous                             
 
Holds perhaps.  Till then, scintilla antenna                 
Omniscient thistle of my Etcetera Dracula,                      
A smile across that which we would share, flesh. 
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UN-ISRAFELLED 
 
Am I similar to slime enough, be- 
Mimic with muck?  Since Poe blew it that Tennyson— 
"No poet so little of the earth"—equals sky, 
I (boy bouffant) unto the realm of whom rise, I 
 
Who synonymous with none, am anonymous 
Without everyone: is that the light cast 
From haloes; does it make the shadows of the heads 
They glitter over smash down obliterating 
 
The body.  We twitch our face-costumes; scratch; 
Crud dangles like a noose tied to high c. 
Or is that noise claws—a phoenix scraping 
 
Let me in on the door of a crematory, 
A comet's dandruff.  Its scars are ridges 
Ledges, where the flesh of this ascent rests descent. 
 
 
Note: 
"None sing so wildly well 
As the angel Israfel" —Poe. 
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SCHOOL FOR INSOMNIA 
  
A bed of nails a manicurist hurls polish at— 
The colors, liquid, thinking of a high tide I wonder 
If it can remember the Primal Scene it relives 
Again and again in pangs of ebb that plethora 
 
Moment of what trance—conception—or are we 
Out of source now, free, all pasts forgot as easily 
As adults will plow a path through a children's 
Birthday party—their pink lit-once, lit-twice, 
 
Lit-five-times cake not stopping this progress, not 
Even for a step that guesses what our heels could 
Make of these tiny candles, crunch as crayons— 
 
The colors, of evening then night are flames I fall 
Tranq-sank in, the miniaturization of dust continues, 
Night lies down on a bed of nails or stars— 
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CONTEMPORARY OUTREMERICAN POETRY 
 
Lips eclipsed by the dark O of a howl, 
Stereo Echo, monaural Narcissus— 
That old abyss-as-sinecure noise 
Seems pure enough: but toward what laser-fold, 
 
What mother-scold, of dream?  Is that why 
Jumpcuts catch fish; thighs nailed to birth push? 
Cybele—Jesus—the lap presides?  The name 
Carved on this polyglot ingot was whose, 
 
Lone rune gods can use to dispute their senses! 
Immune I remain, group-blind to your game: 
Imagine if a couple, eloping 
 
Out a window had paused on the ledge, 
Had stayed there, had set up house right there on the ledge— 
That's how far we get to marry words. 
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THE BUILDING OF THE BRAZEN TOWER 
 
I, an ahem, uncertain where to stand. 
Unsurefooted as surveyors on clouds, preparing 
further slums of heaven.  I, glimpsed only 
while entering or leaving a stab. 
 
Is this why I long to betray the small 
bodies left on the lips after love?  Pale 
empiricals, all pout; but then, some bumblebees 
are larger than the flowers they land on. 
 
What happened on all fours in my other life— 
how staged, how improv each movement grew— 
(kungfu of sequins) an eclipse also 
maps what it mires: the none alone must know. 
 
Hope is eating paper stripes off a jailcell. 
Faith says, It's only a zoom-lens, not a fall.  
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WEDNESDAY       (to RS) 
 
Past noon; I walked her to her train; we said so long; 
Her smile, her flash as the huffy train pulled away, 
Like a knife withdrawing from robot flesh; sparks 
From its wheels showered over me, black, lavacidal. 
 
We'll meet 2 days from now: not enough time to enter 
An anticipanthood, noviciate of rendezvous; to 
Lift that iffy cathedral, brush Samson's cindery 
Dandruff off my collapsing shoulders, not enough time, 
 
Nor space.  Cramped.  Thighs.  She's travelling far 
Away—I'm so foolish!  Why did I propose dramamine 
For corpses when the trip from womb to world didn't make me 
 
Sick?  2 days; 2 days.  That's enough.  I smile, home, past 
The drugstore and the hairdressers, hardware, the other 
Stores, I wish there was room here to put them all in. 
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A VIRGINSAINT AND A SAINTVIRGIN SHARE 
   A HALO A WHILE: A MEMORY         (to E) 
 
It was the onset of a golden headset 
Our thought from covetous egypts took flight (suite) 
Not so the veins' isle-lopped dictation 
The sea that amanuensis with illegible gloves 
 
But who wrote my pose throes over the white dot of 
A desert's collectiste saliva whereon 
A blindness bandaged by bats became dawn or 
Was that oase-false face my scrotalskull gaze 
 
The fever of eyecharts is distant tonight 
This is my haiku scar this is my soft 
Repeated sincere desire for fart-fairy confabs 
 
Ah no abhorred form of present tense you see 
That halo our askew nuked free is dead 
Is circumscribed solely by the absence of head
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BECKON GONE 
 
Now I see they put the world together 
at an angle that goes wrong to the earth. 
 
Tables and chairs have a destiny in this, 
flawed beyond all hopes of wood.  The wind  
rivering through the bare branches gathers 
their withering rather than my growth.  
 
Shadow sutured to the eventual skin of  
our ascendance, your swami crannies 
fail me.  Amadeus, Amadeus, 
the sky calls.  Beckon gone, go, go on home— 
 
Nothing blunts my perfume as I become, 
as I attempt to exude from within 
the most faintly effigy I can.  North 
of birthfants, south of deathdults, where am I? 
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PER REQUEST 
 
when we're always alone 
and when we're never alone 
which one 
answers the phone 
 
all that separates us 
is the finishline 
face in a race 
with its own cheekbones 
 
this toe to toe battle 
with our shadow 
to gain possession 
of a narrow choking ledge 
 
which one which one 
I cower beneath my resurrections 
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UNTOLDTITLED 
 
I move during your interstices of movement, 
you are still, I am still no longer than no more, 
well-forced to peel from stopsigns decals that say it. 
 
But crossroads are made of mispronunciations 
of our otherwise swerve or caught destinations; 
imagine radar squiggles in a big, nuke-out war. 
 
Then vase sass, sponge tossed onto a slit throat— 
I bet my seance has enslaved my tan.  Lacing 
the leech to itself, life traverses some navel? 
Lung abbreviations, breaths: departure's dictate. 
 
Because gone is a great while, daily I yell oh 
our absence enlarges the burden of penthouses. 
Ape-acne's eunuch, I comb through emcee cues. 
Youth-starch, time, you tease the tonsured tongue. 
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LAST MOMENTS IN THE MASTERPIECE 
 
Once aboard the world a venereal disease 
The Beatles* gave you takes on new forms 
And shows them how to elevate birth.  But then 
A pasture attends.  The clothes fit the cows, 
 
Though styles are better back in the barn, where 
Some denouement mode monde meet as photos for 
The magazine this poem has published or 
Will I be the sum of misprints here. 
 
That should suffice could hours need to suffer: 
Our clock ye-gods toward arrival, medieval 
Catapults release aim-things, whose same music 
 
Is defter in sepia, that mooing hue, lit by fakes. 
*Or Picasso, Gertrude Stein, Santa Claus, Der Führer, 
Or any other 3-syllable entity you'd prefer-er. 
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LINES FROM DAYTON, OHIO 
 
Reason sates the horizon— 
fulgent, full of elegant oils, 
giant unguents.  A sun 
 
a racecar's engine, 
hoisted in a hammock 
set sway, between two trees, backyard 
 
* 
 
A world washed up by dew 
onto this bluer world, 
—as though the genitalia 
 
were a shadow 
thrown upon the body by 
some dubious, some distant deity 
 
* 
 
Oh 
I lack both seriousness and so. 
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JOHN GRAY 
  
I try to tonguejob a languagejob you 
You continue to perfect the anonymity 
Of your first and final lovers or is that me 
I try to occupy my debris till I see. 
 
Are we the cow that swallowed the hymen Jesus 
Spat out at birth for example-psych or 
Dorian's portrait faced off with a virgin mirror 
Is that what Life Beyond The Baton is like. 
 
A disservice to myself is my head 
The kind of divingboard that slices bread 
They gnawed the renowned for fun they said. 
 
Where the linger of one thought longer than 
An other brings distress will this settle gelid 
Its aspic of aspect make ick my eye. 
 
 
Note: 
John Gray: author of Silverpoints (1893).  Ada Leverson in her preface to Letters to the Sphinx from Oscar Wilde  
(1935) writes that Gray was "then considered the incomparable poet of the age."  Line 7: he was thought by some  
to be the model for Wilde's hero.  (The choice: Dorian vs. Jesus—or, as Barbey d'Aurevilly posed it to Huysmans  
after À Rebours, "the muzzle of a pistol or the foot of the Cross": Gray was ordained a Catholic priest in 1901.) 
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JOHN MARCHER TO MAY BARTRAM 
                                           (for Laura Fargas) 
 
Constantly assembling the dregs of dice, 
the laughter: summer will never come from us 
till the past is all contour, all tailfin.  
Our defenses' tiny wingfins push in vain 
 
as, prodigious and terrible, the sky  
—fresh from its years-drowned descent—uplifts what sail, 
drifts by any rialto whose tableaux 
still continue to deflect our day, our 
 
teteatete's yet-to-be.  Tauter grins framed 
the accomplice wellwishers in God's gameroom— 
glasses held to a toast glinted.  Soon they 
 
decanted our hands: even the sea lay 
in stills of inertia, distance-disinterred; 
soundlessly panting as it crossed the bay. 
                                                             
                                                              
Note: 
Marcher . . . Bartram: the almost agonists of Henry James' The Beast in the Jungle, which the poem vainly  
tries to prequelize.  Line 5: prodigious and terrible—a phrase from Beast.
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OUR CATACOMB'S NEXT MARTYR 
  
The demonic city, the wretchedness of suburbs, 
Bodies fished out of rivers, and distress 
In the hospitals are also on my list.  
(Oh blindfold-anointed night, Nero Nixon nevermore.) 
 
Waiting for dawn to rate the sky X.  Love.  Love— 
The trendsetters yawn over their trendsets— 
Hey, Hiroshima: duck!  While the fuck of it 
Sucks a crucifix stuck in the rat-hole door 
 
Of the secret vault where a Getty gloats 
Whole floors of masterpieces, real Mona Lisa and all. 
In curtseyland I'll take my stand he screams. 
 
The sound blood makes dripping on their neon 
Must of bored the crowd.  Facade-trod face of: 
Inflect with your name time sours my knees. 
 
 
Note: 
Lines 1-3: "He wrote about the demonic city, the wretchedness of suburbs, bodies fished out of rivers, and distress  
in the hospitals." —Armin Arnold, writing about George Heym.  Lines 9-10: Getty Museum richest in world.   
Anyway, most 'masterpieces' in museums are forgeries; the real stuff is sequestered by billionaires. 
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DRUG OF YOUR CHOICE 
 
And so I write, “Love paces out its exile 
beneath an Arch of Triumph.”  What the meanwhile 
does that mean—pacing is going nowhere 
and the arch is built to remind a war 
 
to bring tourists.  Overhung by that shrine 
(till infantry is the prose of pavements) 
time remains a frieze from a waxworks famine— 
vista in which we cum, sweat, become silent.  
 
Like a monkey caught in an orange pharmacy, 
love conditions the fool to riot reason . . . 
But from corners that climax has not stirred, coldly  
 
a cacti acrobat holds the horizon forth as  
an ideal of what constitutes refuge, pane  
deposit, distant, though its cuppings could kill us. 
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NECKOGNITION  
 
In love the head turns 
the face until it's gone 
into another's where 
it is further torn 
 
from its own mirror  
and grows even more 
erased and lost and though 
the former still yearns 
 
to be his/be hers,  
it sees these lovers  
over your shoulder show 
 
that whatever disappears 
can also go as verse 
whose shape's nape-known now. 
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POEM FOR MEMBERS ONLY  
 
I chastise those who chose to transcend 
flesh, who drained themselves from the rainbow 
shadow, who strained to raise that sun 
which we in a seas' circle on earth hold down. 
 
Evolvates, through the straight stigmata 
of 12 and 6 o'clocks soaring.  Who saw 
instead, dawn shed a twilight-hither glow. 
 
Were they born or what, did their unsheared 
blood never climb past bud, to reach: such 
null-exegetes, soul-esthetes!—Should you try 
 
to get a glimpse of this aspiration, 
as if within your hair every strand 
shone against itself; yet would you say each 
was meant to be the head's sole ray. 
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HERE ARE THE HEIRS OF HARVEST 
 
The lunatic walls that hide in front of love 
Are right to hide, though the eye tries to find them 
More undercover than the skull above 
 
Which the face finds your face, to coffer share 
A suffice of yes, an enough of no: 
Is that still credible in the morning where 
 
(Pillowjam/bedbutter spread, shed behind drapes) 
Our distance occurs, our demarcation 
Destinations are aimed at a landscape. 
 
Immured by dawns, the horizon trusts 
Only the space we vacate, plotting to rear  
An inherent figure, no longer us— 
 
That which waits concealed will yield our founding place. 
We must paint the house with what its grounds waste. 
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THE HEROES CROWD EACH OTHER AT THE GATE 
 
But this cryptic impulse to eclipse a map 
While voiceovers avail one's profile or 
The blindfolds floating to the ground smile 
The vegetation shiver a little 
 
Light has not accustomed swimmingpools to this 
Glitter and illiterates with gold records know 
And all our next door to door neighbors the Nukes 
Family who play charades to remember 
 
Each other's names they feel it hie vie die 
Across that oversuffice of knife their life 
Santa's reindeer sneer down from the sky as 
 
Guiding your foot with my hand to its mark 
My face I reflect of how this world which 
Does not consist of more you's than you does 
 
 
Note: 
Title: a phrase by Abel Gance; as quoted in the screenplay for Hitler: A Film from Germany. 
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HUMAN ESCAPE SYNDROME 
 
Often our pendulum-curtained ocean 
was thought to harbor a metronome, 
which saddled the minutehand 
and rode off to catch the hourhand. 
 
Time's simile?  Waves.  Waves—teeter empires, 
primed to fall, defined to fall. 
But now time is digital. 
 
Now time has no time for metaphors; 
a cyborg is not a mime of me. 
Human: android with a lobotomy. 
 
I climb the cliff above time's sea. 
The steep—and pull myself up by a thread 
that dangles from the sutures, 
one of the sutures in my forehead. 
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EUCLID ALONE     (to RN) 
 
Androids strolling up Everest will know 
How harder it was for us to care, to cuddle 
Visits from that summit within.  The pique 
Of pickups is endless.  And when our oxygen 
 
Thins to a pin who cares who's X who's Y— 
That altered acme stares at me—icily— 
That game where time (come to theme) recombines 
To dial them new stars night never fell on: it 
 
Beads up as my eye, friend planet.  Who like 
The sate—crazed by my birth's first trip at bat— 
A pork genus cordless vibrator whose tip 
 
Whose tongue exbunged from your hinder heart, wet 
With non-umbrageous plus-signs or what? 
(But can we touch each other's thwart I thought.) 
 
 
Note: Title: "Euclid alone has looked on Beauty bare." —Edna St. Vincent Millay 
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LIFE THEY SAY IS THE ANTERIOR ART    
 
Love dehydrates us with its thirsty scars: 
The forebode brigade braids a leash for every: 
In rut much oblivion finds one future: 
I'm summarizing, of course; but is that why 
 
We make art—becauses it compensates for 
Axioms: will experts scour the past for more,  
Its shared breath a vase unearthed by the shard 
Yield beneath some kiss-synopsis?  Although sharp,  
 
What mountain's peak can core our ground; can anything 
Break that surrogate, that curtained culture where  
Museums seek a center and spin, crumbling—  
 
How quick each chirp-equipped quote lets us go!  There 
Statues at their moment of greatest stress might 
Cause my eyelids to carve all else to sight. 
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PERSONAL POEM PROCESSOR 
 
I swear the word insanity has two i's, 
It bears itself what it brands schizophrenia,  
But if my diary is my obituary's 
Childhood, do I hit Delete to update?  
 
The northern none, the southern some, the eastern 
Each and the western who are all too othern 
To SpellCheck, or would be, if I knew how to 
Correct my yawn's pronunciation of you.  
 
Once born my meaning is porous to mania, 
So forgive me if I speak of my penis before 
My heart, me before you: I need such errors 
 
To pamper this new ParseGram.  Or is it too late 
To index exits?  Reaching the happen stage  
Our navels lacked certainty, that body phase. 
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